
The Golden Key
To Getting Unstuck



All of us at one time or another will find ourselves stuck in some area of life. For many of
us, it will feel like all of life is stuck, especially when that which is stuck is something major
like finances, relationships, or health. 

Since you are embarking on the journey of this workbook, I can safely assume that you're
experiencing some level of stuckness right now. I deeply understand how stuckness can
cause much suffering in our lives, which is why I wanted to share these powerful processes. 

AND I'm also excited for you, because you are about to shift that energy and finally release
yourself from its grasp. There is freedom on the other side my friend! Let's do this.

The Golden Key to Getting Unstuck
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The Choose GOLD Method involves four powerful processes to shift the stuckness in your
mind and life, so that you can truly access the key to your power which is choice. You're
stuck because you don't see the choices available to you, or at least choices that you
actually desire. And, therefore, you have not been choosing for yourself or for your
greatness. We will open the door to possibilities and empowered choosing through
Defining, Reclaiming, Assessing, and Journeying.  PLUS, a bonus process as a treat. 
By the end, you will be choosing more gold for yourself and as a result experiencing your
GOLD level life.

Let's get started!

Choice

Everything thatsupports your choice
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As you move into choosing more gold in your life, you'll need to define what your gold is. Each
person will have a different definition of what a gold choice or gold level life looks like. Gold can be
simply defined as that which aligns most with your values, strengths, and purpose. Your gold choices
will honor your values and utilize your strengths, so that you can pursue your purpose.

Define Your Gold Date: __________

What are your top THREE values? (Circle from the list below or add your own)

Accomplishment Achievement Adventure Autonomy Commitment

Community Creativity Excellence Flexibility Freedom

Fulfillment Fun Honesty Humor Integrity

Leadership Loyalty Openness Orderliness Personal Growth

Partnership Power Privacy Recognition Respect

Security Self-Care Self-Expression Self-Mastery Self-Realization

Service Truth __________ __________ __________

What are your top THREE strengths? (Circle from the list below or add your own)

Achieving Actioning Adaptability Analytical Connectedness

Commanding Communicating Competing Contextualizing Consistency

Deliberating Discipline Developing Empathy Focus

Harmony Ideation Including Others Individualization Influencing

Introspection Learning Mastering Maximizing Organizing

Positivity Responsibility Resolving Issues Relating to Others Self-Assured

Strategic Tenacity __________ __________ __________

What were you engaged in during the time(s) you felt most purposeful (or excited or alive)? 
(Example: Instead of writing the specific action like "painting", think more broadly like "creating" or "expressing".
Instead of writing "taking a class", think more broadly like "learning", "exploring", or "expanding consciousness". It's ok
to write multiple things, but try to keep it to three or less.)

How do you want to engage with the above purpose(s) in your life right now?
(Write down what you really want to do, not what you "should" do or what you "should want" to do.)
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One of the main things that gets you stuck and keeps you there is JUDGMENT. This judgment
could be of yourself or others, but more often it is about yourself (or even the judgment you think
other people have, or might have, of you). Before you can move into action, you must move yourself
out of reaction (which comes from a place of judgment). You won't be able to choose gold from
reaction. To honor yourself more deeply with gold choices and actions, let's set the bedrock by
discovering where reaction is keeping you stuck.

Reclaim Your Choice Date: __________

In what ways do you currently see yourself reacting out of judgment of the wrongness of yourself
or others?

How would your discernment process look different if your choice was made without judgment?

How likely are you right now to observe a situation, person, subject, etc. and see or feel whether or not
it aligns with your gold level life - and choose an action (instead of react out of judgment)?

  1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9      10  (Not at all likely) (Completely likely)

What would help you to move up one number?

On a scale of 1 - 10:

How do you know when something aligns with you and your gold level life?

What is the result when you react out of judgment?

In what ways do you currently see yourself reacting out of judgment of the rightness of yourself or
others?
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Snapshot Your Present

Dirt Bronze Silver GoldCopper

Date: __________

Work

Finances

Living Environment

Clothes

Car/Transportation

Fun/Hobbies

Friends

Family

Learning/Education

Support for
Physical Health

Spirituality

Purpose

Rest

Romantic
Relationship(s)

Support for
Mental Health

Nutrition

__________

__________

Reflection Questions:

What is your number one take away from this present day snapshot?
What area of your life is most calling for you to choose gold right now?

Let's take a few moments to see how much gold is in your life at present and what areas are calling for
more gold choices. Indicate on the arrow where each aspect of life is currently on the spectrum.
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This is where you step into the journey, where you will experiment with choosing gold for yourself
and learn the process of discovering what really works for you. You will start with reflecting and
setting your intention, then try it out. Reflect, evolve, and try again. Then, do that on repeat. Your
goal is to approach each step of the process with curiosity and compassion. Everything ("success"
or "failure") is all important feedback that leads to more self-honoring and more empowering
choices - choices that are gold. Write the area you will work on in the blanks:

Choose Your Journey Date: __________

_____________ as if _____________ was a choice.

How would I approach it?

What would I do?

How would that make me feel?

What would be the result?

My intention is to:

The timeframe I am committing to try this out is:

From ___/___/___ to ___/___/___

What successes can I celebrate?

What got in the way and what can I learn from that?

What will I do differently next time?

What about my intention or approach needs to be refined to better honor myself, my goal, my GOLD?

The next timeframe I am committing to try this out is:

From ___/___/___ to ___/___/___

Put this on
 repeat

(Example: Exercise as if exercise was a choice.)
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Claiming and living into your gold level life is not just about making gold choices, but also very
much about knowing and experiencing that you can have gold now because you are gold. Making
gold choices is a natural byproduct of who you are when you see that you are gold. 

For those who have been stuck for a while, it can be hard to see yourself as gold. But, good news,
you don't have to convince your mind of anything. You can choose right now to treat yourself like
gold (even if you have lingering doubts about your gold-ness). 

As you celebrate your gold with how you treat yourself, your mind will follow over time. And by
"treat yourself" I mean "treat yo' self!" As in, give yourself a treat, today, for no "good" reason. This
is not about rewarding yourself for doing something. This is all about having your gold now and
celebrating your gold now, by making it a practice to treat yourself with something special.

Have Your Gold Date: __________

What is something for your home that you have wanted to buy, do, see, or experience that you
have been choosing to put in the category of "reward"?

What is something for your body that you have wanted to buy, do, see, or experience that you
have been choosing to put in the category of "reward"?

What is something for your fun that you have wanted to buy, do, see, or experience that you have
been choosing to put in the category of "reward"?

What is something else that you have wanted to buy, do, see, or experience that you have been
choosing to put in the category of "reward"?

I choose to treat myself with/by ___________________________________________________
because I'm worth it.

How will you make celebrating your gold and having your gold now a practice?
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Continue choosing your journey below. 

Choose Your Journey cont.

What successes can I celebrate?

What got in the way and what can I learn from that?

What will I do differently next time?

What about my intention or approach needs to be refined to better honor myself, my goal, my GOLD?

The next timeframe I am committing to try this out is:

From ___/___/___ to ___/___/___

What successes can I celebrate?

What got in the way and what can I learn from that?

What will I do differently next time?

What about my intention or approach needs to be refined to better honor myself, my goal, my GOLD?

The next timeframe I am committing to try this out is:

From ___/___/___ to ___/___/___

(Print this page as many times as you want to continue working with the process.)
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